
A growing number of government agencies, organizations and communities are adopting 
the environmental footprint as a core indicator of the use of sustainable resources or of 
the environmental impact resulting from human activities. As the number of standards and 
guidelines on the environmental footprint increases around the world, there is a danger 
that different approaches or practices might lead to fragmentation and divergence of the 
methodology, which would hinder the capability of the footprint to produce consistent and 
comparable assessments across applications and could cause confusion.

The value of footprint standards as a trusted sustainability metric depends not only on the 
scientific integrity of the methodology, but also on consistency and transparency in the 
presentation of results across analyses. It also depends on communicating the results of 
analyses in a manner that does not distort or misrepresent findings.

Since 2008, an increasing number of carbon footprint of products (CFP) specifications are 
either in use on the marketplace or are under development, driven by an increased demand 
from organizations on their supply chain.  As a result, there is growing uncertainty about which 
method to use for quantification and how to communicate a CFP, and this has been creating 
gaps and inconsistencies in reporting.

  Background

The need for standards 
on the environmental footprint 
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To bridge the gap, ISO set about developing an international standard on the carbon footprint 
of products (including both goods and services), under the leadership of Technical Committee 
ISO/TC 207, Environmental management, Subcommittee SC 7, Greenhouse gas management 
and related activities. In addition to engaging a wide range of stakeholders, the development 
process also succeeded in harmonizing all existing initiatives into one generic document for the 
global market. 

The aim was to develop a consensual international standard to ensure consistency in the 
way a carbon footprint is determined and reported, thereby reducing the proliferation of 
standards and barriers to trade, and to help to build a more sustainable future. The result is 
ISO/TS 14067:2013, Greenhouse gases — Carbon footprint of products — Requirements and 
guidelines for quantification and communication, which establishes principles, requirements 
and guidelines for the quantification and communication of the CFPs, including both goods 
and services, based on greenhouse gas emissions and removals over the life cycle of a product. 
Requirements and guidelines for the quantification and communication of a partial carbon 
footprint of products (partial CFP) are also provided. The communication of the CFP to the 
intended audience is based on a CFP study report that provides an accurate, relevant and fair 
representation of the CFP.

  Carbon footprint – Influence on trade

International standards bring technological, economic and societal benefits. They help to 
harmonize technical specifications of products and services, thereby making industry more 
efficient, reducing the cost of making business transactions by establishing a globally relevant 
standard and breaking down barriers to international trade. International standards provide the 
technical basis on which political trade agreements can be put into practice, both at regional 
and at international level. Compliance with international standards helps to reassure consumers 
that products are safe, efficient and good for the environment.

The perception that ISO standards create barriers to trade and hinder international trade is 
erroneous. On the contrary, numerous studies on the economic and social benefits of standards 
for trade, national economies and citizens have demonstrated that international standards 
actually break down barriers to trade and help reduce the proliferation of different national 
requirements. 

Standards can be considered to have a positive influence on international trade because: 

1) standards can act as a form of non-price competition; 

2) standards help to bring products and services to the same level of safety, quality,      
    environmental performance and efficiency; 

3) when countries adopt or comply with international standards, they not only reduce technical
    barriers to trade, but also open up new markets for their domestic firms, which can then
    compete with international firms in terms of the quality or the performance of a product. 

The ISO website provides more information about the economic and social benefits of standards 
on trade, national economies, industry sectors, individual companies and citizens: 
http://www.iso.org/iso/home/standards/benefitsofstandards/benefits_repository.htm?type=EBS-MS



  Benefits of ISO/TS 14067
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ISO/TS 14067 provides the following benefits:

• it provides requirements and guidelines for the quantification and communication of a CFP;
• it facilitates communication along the value chain;
• it increases consumer awareness and emphasises how consumer choices contribute towards             

climate change;
• it answers key questions in the marketplace,  such as: 

o what does that number mean? 
o how to define the borders? 
o how reliable is the data used? 
o what calculation method has been/should be used for quantification? 
o are the results reproducible?

• it was developed via stakeholder consensus, based on existing and widely accepted international 
standards.


